Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine is wonderfully reproduced-"And while the heart is slowly dying, one can sometimes see it-so to speak-arouse itself and, in reply to two or three auricular beats, produce a single ventricular one slowly and reluctantly and with an effort".
An example of accuracy. At the end of Chapter 9 Harvey wrote-"Ego in illa disquisitione jam sum". This had been rendered by a previous translator-"I shall now discuss this point", and a critical note had been added that Harvey had forgotten to discuss it. Professor Franklin translates correctly and in modern idiom-"I am now busy with that research".
We should like to continue quoting passages which specially appealed to us but shall not do so, for everyone should read the whole book for himself. For what he believes to be the close relationship of political indoctrination, religious conversion, and the work of the Freudian psychoanalyst. By political indoctrination he refers to what has 'been inelegantly called "brain washing". By religious conversion he refers to the rapid and tumultuous changes of heart which apparently occur in some American revivalist meetings after the audience or part of it has been moved almost to the point of frenzy.
The author is at some pains to make it clear that he is not concerned with the validity of any belief but only with the mechanics of its indoctrination. Nevertheless the treatment of the subject matter lacks delicacy of touch and there are passages which might have been written differently without making the author's task more difficult. We read that the Apostle known to most Christians for his wise and moving first epistle to the Corinthians, was acutely excited, transmarginally inhibited, hallucinated, and showed "other inhibitory hysterical manifestations" just outside Damascus. Is not the clinical record in Acts perhaps a little too old and a little too scanty to permit these deductions to be made? True, as Dr. Sargant reminds us, St. Luke was a doctor-but perhaps as a medical journalist, psychiatry may not have been his best subject. When we are told, too, that Chinese Communists have been helped in their task of political conversion by a study of Catholic Missionary methods, one wonders if the author has not over-reached his authority. Certainly it would be interesting to have the views of a Catholic Missionary who has worked in China.
The book is intended to appeal to a wider audience than a purely medical one and "too technical a style has been avoided". This design places difficulties in the path of any writer and perhaps accounts for some loss of accuracy. Thus, "much of our human life consists .., in the unconscious following of conditioned reflex patterns originally acquired by hard study". How are conditioned reflex patterns studied? Surely the author means acquired habits which become automatic by repeated use. A grown man shaves himself automatically, and even unconsciously but no one would suggest that shaving is a conditioned reflex. Conditioned reflexes as defined and established by Pavlov play a very small part in integrated human behaviour. On pages 7 and 8 there is, included under the term conditioned reflex, a remarkable mixture of what most people would call reflexes, conditioned reflexes, habits, attitudes and sentiments. Precision in the use of language seems to be wholly abandoned when the author, in speaking of E.C.T., explains that John Wesley too was a great believer in electric treatment and possessed a Leyden jar-though he stopped short of convulsions! A series of illustrations at the centre of the book begins with a Quaker Meeting, goes on to show some excited Negroes, some even more excited revivalists and ends with Rock and Roll, and Wesley in a death cart. The book itself is well written and agreeably produced.
It will certainly arouse discussion but it is to be hoped that psychiatrists generally will not be thought to have a Weltanschauung as sterilely mechanistic as this. Experience has shown that such a view is still very prevalent and makes the clinician's task needlessly difficult.
